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I am very happy indeed to have been able at last to accept your invitation

to come to this great Universityÿ  As a matter of fact, this is my first visit to

San Francisco -- and to California.  I must say that it was high time such an

improper state of affairs was set right for the Secretary-General of the World

Organization that was born across the bay just nine years ago this springÿ

Needless to sayÿ my long standing impression that the United Nations was fortunate

in the choice of its birthplace has been more than sustained by all that I have

seen in the fÿ hours since my arrival yesterday afternoon.

As we look back upon it now, we can see that the spring of 1945 was a

favorable time for such anhistoric act of creation as the writing of the United

Nations Charter.  ÿe can also see how far the hopes that were then aroused in iany

hearts out-ran the limitations of human nature.  The mood of disillusion and of

doubt that has followed is notÿ of course, a new phenomenon of our civiiizaÿion.

It was 130 years ago that Shelley, in his essay on "The Defence of Poetryÿ"
wrote:

"We have more moralÿ political and historical wisdom than we know

how to reduce into practice; we have more scientific and economical

knowledge than can be acconmlodated to the just distribution of the

produce which it multiplies."

These words seem to apply to our present situation.  We justly pride ourselves in

the creations of human genius and in the enormous achievements of science.  You as

teachers, students and friends of a great University know how far we have got in a

technical sense, but is not Shelley right whenhe holds that our development as

men, and the development of hmman societyÿ has not kept pace?

(more)
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rallz, the findings Of modernil.psy6hoiogy Snd the thought of modern

philosophers, should have made'us'better'equipped to tackle our probÿ.ems.  So

should the development..of..deÿocracYÿ'and ofÿl.iberal..institutions as tools of

demecra.cy, by spreadi.ng knowledge and by stimulating in an atmosPheÿe of freedom

a wider awareness.,of e.ssential issues.  But for all th'is: "progreSs, " are we-really

better than our fore-runners?  When. we are ridden by fear, ..do we not experience

as often as before, brutal or mean reactions?  Do we not sebk to -pass the burden

of our responsibility over to innocent scapegoats?   Do we not forget the suffer-

ings of our neighbor? .Do.we not covet his possessions?  And when we think of

brainwashing and mental._ tortur.e%:what must we. say of such fruits from the tree of

psychological.knbw.ledge ÿpplied in a refinement of evil -- to kill the man

,. instead of the body.:.      . .:      .                  •            .

Politiqallÿor, sociology has taught us much of the working of society and of

the governi # the intercours  between oeo les, but are the actions of

governments any Wiser th'an"before?  Do we show more creative political ability

than our predecessors?  .....

Histor±o .lik,We are, perhaps, beginning to understand'the laws governing'

the growth, cttL1inationÿ decline mÿd fall of political systems and civilizations.

At a1ÿy rate, we know •much moreÿthan Our predecessors 'abohÿ the facts•of the past.

i-7odeÿn history is documented, studied and debated beyondwhat has ever been the

case before.  But wÿat have ÿ.Je done to ."reduce our khowledge into practice"?

Economicallÿ, we have pÿobÿ essed further in our afialysis of the mechanisms

governing the creation and distrlbution 0f wealth.  We have developed a few tools

for control of the disruptive forces in economic life. We have built up insti-

tutions serving collective economic need's. 'But 'have we found a Way to ensure

freedom from want ÿ in Iÿairness and jÿstÿce ÿo all?

Finally, science has given us access to new sources of povÿer, to new natural

resources, to more powerfu! tools for the creation of all that is required to meet

the needs of man, to newmeans of fighting 'sickness ÿd of prolonging our life-

span.  But what are the Uses to which we put thÿse achievements?  Are they not

too often destructive?

These questions might seem to indicatea very negative view of our civiliza-

tion in its present phase of development. "I do not hold such a view.  ÿ questions

are posed simply to underline the"belief that our generation has been dangerously

outdistanced by the development' of our technical knowledge of society and of

nature.  It is an understatement to say that this development roprÿ.sÿnts a major

challenge to our civilization.  The demands put to us mÿus_ÿt be met -- if our civili-

zation is to survive.  ÿver since the dawn of the present revolutionary development
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of-science the thinkers have recognized this truth°., The ÿventions culminating

in the hydrogen bomb should now make it. clear.to all.      ..

I do not intend to speak here about the basic morÿl .issues involved, but

rill limit myself to the question of our practical means to cope with t.he

situation which we are facingÿ

I do not believe that any ready-made solutions can' be found or that we csÿu

avoid a painful period of trial and error in the elaboration of the necessary

tools°  It will undoubtedly be a slow process requiring much patienceÿ registering

many shortcomings and mistakes, suffering serious setbacks.  But I am sure that

such a process will ,ultimately yield results if approached and conducted in the

right spirit

Thÿ right spirit° . o From what I have said it is obvious that the first

thing required is patience, the patience inspired by a. firm faith in our ability

to reachÿthe goalo  But we need more than patience in the passive sense°  We need

perseverance, of the kind that equips us not to take defeats to heartÿ in the

knowledge that defeats are unavoidablej and that if our efforts do not seem to

get resu!tsÿ it may be because-we have not yet applied the necessary degree of

per s eÿ'c ran c e o

This brings me to an essential point, in the consideration of our possibili-

ties to translate our knowledge into practice°  For some people the driving force

in life is faith in the success of their efforts°  For others J.t is sJ_mply a sense

of duty°  We need both types of men.  We need the man of faith and his imagination,

his ÿspirationÿ in the search for great achievement°  Buÿ we also need the other

one, who is animated by his feeling of collective responsibilityÿ wlthout

consideration of such recompense°  We need both the architect mud the bricklayer°

Where, in the light of this philosophy, do we find the United Nations?

First of allÿ let us recognize that the United Nations was set up in response

to the collective needs to which I have referred° It is an attempt to give a

first rough constitutional form to the .fact of world Luterdependence.  It is an

approach to the problem of world organization for a still anarchic worÿ]_d conÿrmuÿ.ityo

By regarding the United Nations in this pragmatic way, I feel that we ÿil!

be more just in o-ÿuÿ appraisal both of its achievements end of its failrmeso  We

wiÿ look at the achievements as the first modest yield we have been able to resp

from o1ÿr efforts, and we will look at the failures as natural and unavoidable in

such a pilot ventureÿ where we learn as much from the mistakes as from the

positive experiences°  The United Nations is not and should not be sn organizational

strait-jacket on the world or On the independent states which are its M<<ÿborsÿ

(more)
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The Organization does not exert any powers beyond what the. Nember. states at arly

given momentÿ and Lu any giveh; situation, collectively.are .wi!.ling to give to it

in order to copewith problems they have in common°  l.t is sn orgÿ.ÿ.fo2 ÿrÿ coÿ
•      ,              -           '$    ;

operation Of the nationsÿ inside the freÿTÿework of agreed procedures,, mÿd supported

by a permanent civil service,                                 ÿ . .

The f0umdiÿg fathers in San Francisco were the architects, .the men of faith

and imagination ÿho wrote the Cÿarter, under which the world cormmun±ty has a

chance, to develop ;from anarchy inbo order.  Those in the Governments and

Delegationsÿ or in the Sbcretariatÿ who pmlsue` the day-to-dayÿ operationsÿ trying

to meet emergencies as they ariseÿ trying to explore ÿossibilities and trying to

f
r

(

]
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give to the tools created by the Charter their ÿazÿhnum valueÿ are the bricklayers

who must devote themse!ves wh61!y to the effort regardl.ess of .any hopes of

reaping aÿd rewards 'of success'.               .:

I aÿnit that for Governments mÿd peopleaÿ as. for individuals se.rving the

Organization, the experiencesmay sometimes be most. frustrating.  .For exampleÿ who

does not feel disappointed wH@n a disagreement reflected in use of the veto pre-

vents or delays a useful action which seems to be in the interest of all?.  But

I

]

(

let us remember that such ,a disagreement is not the result of our efforts of

co-operation.   It is one of those conditions iÿte of which mad aÿainst which.-
l

we must keep tÿying to develop co-operation.

An effort to keepÿ the disagreements that divide our world outside the frame-

work of the ]obr!d Organization, would lose more than it °gains.  it would gain only

the appearance of harmony a% the cost of real influence.  In specific +.erms mÿd

referring to the East-Westconflict:  we should recognize that it is worth more

for world peace to achieve what little agreement is possible between the. two

conÿ?llcting partiesÿ than to register the much broader area of agreement of one

side only by. exclud.ing the other, know-lng that such one-sided agreements cannot

be implemented against the will of the party excludedo

The challenge which we. cannotescape -- the challenge for which we must

seek the answer ÿ is a peaceful resolution of the conflict between the Communist

}.ÿorld and the West°'  The United Nations would not be strengthened but gravely

weakened, if, by exclusion of Communist lÿlembersj it were to attempt to push the

Eÿa-b-West conflict outside its council chambersÿ

But let us turn from such. general observations to concrete problems.  Then .

we meetÿ in the first place, the current conflicts of a political natureÿ like

those we see in Pa?jestfme, Indo-China o"r Korea.  In the second place we meet the

long-term problems of peoples who have been left behind in economic developmentÿ

(ÿor e )
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for centuries dependent on the colonial powers of the world and now assuming the

responsibilities mÿd rights of self-governing ÿuÿits.

The first set of problems is closely related to the seconds  !f you go

beneath the surface in the three acute political cQmflicts to whioh-I have referredÿ

you will find strong elements of the long-term problems also,, it is in the so-

called under-developed areas of the world that some of ..the sharpest frictions are

likely to develop° • .!n them we find far too much of the fuel which might stazÿt

a big conflagration.  And they are also %he scene of some of the most decisive

conflicts of ideologies for the souls of men.

We may cope with an immediate problem by a truceÿ but we. have done so only

for today and tomoÿroÿ or forÿ the next few years, if we do not follow up the

result by a consistent effort to imorove the lives of the peoples concernedÿ by

assistance to their Governments in the political sphereÿ as well as in the spheres

of social policy and econormic policyÿ

In the international field we must make an attempt to repeat on a world

Scale the proc.-ÿ'ÿs by which -- inside the developed countries of western
l

civilization  ....  progress towards politicalÿ social and economic justice has been

sufficient to ward off the risk of revolutions and created inner equilibrium.

This is not a task for any single nation.  It is a task for a!l nations,

This is so,-first of al!ÿ because no single country is strong enough to carry

the whole burden and the full responsibility.  It is soÿ alsoÿ because the

approach gains in value if supported by world confidence and carried through with

the backing of world opinion.  Finally, it is so because the peoples to be

assisted generally prefer to receive help from the community of nations rather

than from any single country or group of cotuÿtries.

When it is a question of acute political eonflictsÿ the United Nations

serves primarily as a new diplomatic deÿce for collective negotiation°  In the

field of economic and social po!icyÿ and of guidance .ÿnd assistance to the render-

. developed areasÿ the Organization is in the first place to be regarded as an

international ad1ÿministrative instrumentÿ complementing the national administrations.

The results of the long-term policy of helping under-dew-eloped areas to find  "

their proper place in the world community do not make news and areÿ on a day-toÿ

day basisÿ undr-ÿmatico  For that reason they are easily over.-looked and often

forgottenÿ  In the political sphere attention is at hracted more by the reflection

in the debates Of the major disagreements dividing the world than by the fact

that the airing of those J isagreements around the conference table is in itself

an achievement and is far to be preferred to the battlefield.

(nor e )
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The price of peace since i9h5 lÿas 06m@.high indeed and i would be the ÿ- -

to pretend that I can See any easy way out of'continuing to pay that price for a

long time to come°  When I speak of the high, price of peace, I am not thinking

of the burden ofarmaments.  That is in the pictureÿ of course°  But I am thiÿklng

primarily, of the price in teÿ,ms "0f the demands upon our capacl0y"ÿ for patience and

for steadiness of purpose j-  The process of"learning to live .together without war

Jnÿ .this torn and distracted world' of:ours is going to conti¢.u$ to be painful and a

constant challenge for the rest of our lives.  Yet vÿ6lauow what the choice is.

Either We manage it or we face disaster.

f

!
!,

• -    The mere fact that the Governments created the thited Nations and have

maintained it isÿ in itselfÿ evidence that mankLud is capable of responding to

the challenge Of interdependence with which the evolution of hummÿ society has       ,ÿ'

now brought us face to face as never before°  We also know that history has many

lessons to teach about apparently irreconcilab]e conflictsÿ  Terrible wars have

been fought, in the past because people thought that they could not live in the

same world togÿÿ,1'ÿerÿ or because they thought their beliefs were in head-on    -

collision with those of their neigbborsÿ  Thenÿ with timeÿ they found that it was

not only possible but necessary to make a working compromise that allowed for the

differencesÿ  They found that it was not only possible but necessary to accept

the principleof diversity in human society.  Time itself is a great healer and

situations that seem to defy solution can be lived with tm_til that day when the

evolution of humah affmirs may bring a more favorable opportu_nityo

If we go back to our starting point,' I hold that we are justified in regarding

the United Nations as an adequate.att'empt in World organizationÿ to which we

justly and soberly attach our hopesÿ step by step to t'reduce our knowledge into

practice" and to further the development of that world conÿnunity ÿhich has become

necessary for the future of civilizatibno

Those whohave'. the privilege of a liberal education andÿ for that reasonÿ

are more aware of our .tedsnical achievements, of the dangers which those achieve-

ments  have created for Our civilization, and of the extent to which our moral and

political development lags behindÿ have a speciil reason to support the efforts

made to close the gap and to Create a world where international life does not fall

so far short c,.? the standards established by-our knowledge.ÿ

Their insight into the s!ow and painful growth of all human institutions

should equip them a].so with full ÿmderstanding. of the difficulties and with the      ii
Latienceto which such ÿm insight should lead.  For one of our most compelling

ne,sds today is £br a wise perspective with respect ÿÿo both achievements ÿmud set-

baeksÿ based on the knowledge that there is no quick road to success,
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It has been said that the United Nations
as not created in order tous to heavemÿ but in order to save us from hell.  I thimk that sums. up

well as anything I have heard both the essential ro!e of the ÿlited Nstions

[and the attitude of mind that ÿve should bring to its'supporto

# # #


